
Horizontal balers

Our system is usable in compactors; portable, statics as well as 
balers, horizontal and vertical. We produce powerpacks from 
0,37kw to approx. 60kw with same control system and same 
safety module. Many extra function are available, auto start, pin 
in/out, pre-press, bin lift etc. Several types of controller boxes are 
available; also custom made designs can be produced. Foil on 
controller box with company logo etc. as an option. 

Together with the controller, comes a Windows 
based program /tool. With this tool all functions 
can be controlled and adjusted. The controller 
measures the RAM-press, return and regenerative 
time automatically, so the position of the RAM can 
be monitored and located. This gives us the bene-
fit of an adjustable turn around distance, Economy 
Stroke etc.

A couple of other features are:

- Fill levels; Five different fill levels is selectable; 
  each level can be adjusted precisely to each kind
  of  waste. Number of press cycles, max pressure, press time 
  etc. is adjustable. A certain amount of predetermined “OK” 
  cycles has to be obtained before the system switch to anoth
  er fill level. Blocking of the start button is a possibility when 
  full or “overfull” is reached. 

- Front Turn Delay; can keep the RAM in front a predetermine time before retraction.
 
- A quick overview of the Inputs / Outputs, with the possibility to change the functions, or 
  have a 1-2-3-4 priority on your functions. A functions can obtain two features; door 
  switch can be a start button etc.

- A several number of proportional functions can be set and adjusted directly in the tool.

- The above is only some of the features, the idea is; When one machine have your adjustment, save it and download 
  into the next one, and it´s ready to go.

GSM setup is an option. Several messages can be send by mail or SMS. Four 
different groups  of people can get these messages, with 14 people in each. 
Send a SMS to truck driver, when it´s full and mail the service team when service 
is due. Each message contains information regarding machine type, city, site, 
waste and device phone number.
Have your compactor call you up, when it needs attention.


